
 

 

 

 

CLAMSHELL HOW-TO 

First let me say that there are many ways of doing clamshells but this is the 
way I approached the task. You can sew any size clamshell you like. All you 
need is a template which I’m quite sure you can find for free on the internet. 
I used a die cutter to cut my clamshell shapes. My clamshells are 4-1/2” which 
is quite a nice size to work on but any size you choose will work just as well 
however, you must remember that the smaller the clamshell the more 
clamshells you’ll have to cut to bring your project up to a useable size. 

 

Once your clamshells are cut out it’s time to sew them together. To get me 
started I sewed pairs together and then sewed the pairs together.  
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Once you have a row of clamshells you can add and sew across the row. 
Before I start the actual sewing I do a lot of pinning. Curve piecing is not 
particularly difficult but it is daunting. So I start by aligning the centre of the 
clamshell with the in between space of the previous row (you will notice that 
my clamshells have notches but if you don’t have notches simple fold your 
clamshell in half lengthwise and finger press which will leave you a little 
guideline) once you’re aligned place a pin.  

 

Now align both ends and pin each end in place. Now pin in between easing 
if and where needed. Remember that because your clamshell is round there 
will be some stretch which helps ease the patch in place. 
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Now you can sew. For this project I used a lovely fine 50w neutral thread. 
Fine thread is the best for hand sewing. I start sewing 1/4” in from the start 
and of course a 1/4” seam allowance all thru to the best of your ability.  

 
 

 

Now let’s move onto the pressing. I found that pressing all the seams down 
and you’ll see what I mean by down in the photo below on the wrong side 
of the work was the best way to press. It gave me a nice smooth quilt top. 
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I have been working my clamshell quilt top row after row. What I do is pin a 
clamshell in every other curve and sew them in place. The I go back and pin 
a clamshell in the curves that I missed out the first time. Press and you’re 
ready to add another row of clamshells. Something else I found useful was 
leaving a 1/4” space before starting my seam; this not only makes it easier 
to press your seams flat but it makes it easier to sew. 

Quite a lot of what I just described is common sense but sometimes it’s nice 
to have a starting point which can be changed to suit your way of working. 
A scrappy clamshell project is the perfect way of using up scraps. So if 
you’re brave enough to have a go I wish you good luck and happy stitching. 
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